
Changes in international banking regulations
have increasingly led to criminals turning to
other methods of laundering their money.
Jewelers and gem dealers are becoming
particularly vulnerable to money laundering
and terrorist financing operations. This may
occur both when selling or buying such
items. Lack of transparency, bids below
market price, suspicious purchases, unusual
payments are among other facts that might
expose professionals to money laundering or
terrorist financing risks. 
The Luxembourg authorities have put in
place a fairly comprehensive Anti-Money
Laundering/Combating the Financing of
Terrorism (AML/CFT) framework, which
defines several competent governmental
entities and a wide range of financial and
commercial activities which are more likely
to be exposed to money laundering and
terrorist financing transactions.

Your Risks
According to the Luxembourg National Risk
Assessment Report dealers of precious metals,
watchmakers, and jewelers have been identified of
having medium risk of exposure to ML/TF. The AML
risks for these professionals are the following:  

As a specialist in risk and compliance,
MAQIT has extensive experience in
implementing an anti-money laundering
framework for professionals in the luxury
goods business.
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High value
Gold dealers, watchmakers, and jewelers are considered
vulnerable due to the high value of the precious metals and
stones and the concentration and considerable cash usage in
their everyday business. 

Portability
Gold is a global tool, that can be easily used in cross-border
activities. Apart from gold, diamonds are compact, odorless,
virtually untraceable and therefore easy to smuggle. 

Anonymity
The transaction can be completed through anonymous
exchanges that are difficult to trace and verify. 

Our Solutions Draft and review of your
AML policies

Support on specific transactions

Assessing your vulnerability and
enhancing yourAML and risk
framework

Support on your due
diligence process

Real-time sanction list
monitoring tools

Regulatory watch for changes in
the legal and regulatory
framework

Training


